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Abstract. Virtual machines offer a lot of advantage such as easy configuration and

management and can simplify the development and the deployment of Grid

infrastructures. Various virtualization implementations despite have similar

functions often provide different management and access interfaces. The

heterogeneous virtualization technologies bring challenges for employing virtual

machine as computing resources to build Grid infrastructures. The work proposed

in this paper focus on a Web service based virtual machine provider for Grid

infrastructures. The Grid Virtualization Engine (GVE) creates an abstraction layer

between users and underlying virtualization technologies. The GVE implements a

scalable distributed architecture, where an GVE Agent represents a computing

center. The Agent talks with different virtualization product inside the computing

center and provides virtual machine resources to GVE Site Service. Users could

require computing resources through GVE Site Services. The system is designed

and implemented in the state of the arts of distributed computing: Web service and

Grid standards.

Keywords: Virtual machine, Grid Virtualization Engine, Grid Computing, Web

Service

1 Introduction

Grid computing architecture [3] allows secure and scalable resource sharing in a large

distributed environment. In most of the cases, shared resources are computing and

storage resources, as well as software artifacts and scientific experiments [4] [5]. One of

the challenges of a computational Grid is the configuration of computing resources for

new jobs. Different software configurations might be required; new software needs to be

installed before computations; the reconfiguration may occur every time when a new job

needs the computing resource. In this paper, a software layer, Grid Virtualization Engine

(GVE), is developed to hide the complexity of configuration in a Grid infrastructure and

provide a customized computing environment for Grid users.
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1.1 Virtual Machine

A Virtual Machine (VM) can support individual processes or a complete system

depending on the abstraction level where virtualization occurs. It executes software in the

same manner as the machine where they are developed [7]. Since several years the Grid

computing research community shows interest for virtual machines and virtual

environments. The typical Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor setup includes

Xen VMM [8], VMware server/ESX server [9], and User Mode Linux [10]. In general,

users can benefit from the virtualization techniques in the following aspects:

(1) On demand creation and customization

Users can create a customized virtual machine, which can provide customized

resource allocation for users, e.g., OS, memory, storage. Dynamic cloning

instantiation and configuration of virtual machines offer the capability to easily

and quickly reproduce virtual machines with a preconfigured profile.

(2) Performance isolation

Virtual machines can guarantee the performance for users and applications.

Users of virtual machine could expect a dedicated computing environment,

which is hard to find in multiple-user computing servers.

(3) Easy management

On the contrary of traditional computing resources, superuser privileges are

granted for virtual machines users, allowing more flexibility. Another interesting

feature of virtual machine is that VM can be easily suspended and migrated to

other hosts.

1.2 Grid Virtualization Engine

The virtual machine based Grid system includes heterogeneous hosting resources,

virtual machine technologies as well as programming interfaces. To ease the development

of such infrastructures, it is important to:

(1) represent virtual machine profile in a standardized format,

(2) simplify the access to virtual machines provided by computer centers with

standard and uniformed access interfaces, and

(3) build an infrastructure that can provide virtual machines from many computer

centers.

We design and implement the Grid Virtualization Engine to fulfill the foregoing

objectives. GVE implements a Web service based abstraction layer and can manage a set

of virtual machines provided by heterogeneous VMMs located in distributed computing

centers. Information provided for a virtual machine uses the standardized GLUE Schema

[18]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related work is investigated in Section

2; Section 3 describes the architecture of the Grid Virtualization Engine; In Section 4,

GVE use cases are discussed; this is followed by a description of implementation in

Section 5; the paper concludes in Section 6 with a brief summary and future work.
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2 Related Work

The VM-Shop virtual machine management system [13], used for example in the In-Vigo

System [14], is an abstraction level for virtual machine monitors. The architecture is

similar with our work: VM-Shop is correspondent to the GVE Site Service while

VMPlants could be compared with the GVE Agents. The instantiation process is based on

cloning like in the GVE. However, a graph based model is used to represent VMs and it

makes the interoperability with existing Grid systems more difficult. We claim that our

GVE implementation is more scalable and flexible.

SODA [16] project from University of Illinois is a Service-On-Demand architecture

for application service hosting utility platforms. The difference between the GVE

approach and the SODA architecture is that SODA provides long lived virtual machines

that are preconfigured and used to handle services, rather than providing flexibly

reconfigurable virtual machines for computational tasks.

Cluster on Demand (COD) project [15] of Duke University is an automated resource

management framework that enables rapid, on-the-fly partitioning of a physical clusters

into multiple independent virtual clusters. The provided virtual clusters are configured

partitions of a physical cluster. So users will not have the benefits provided by a real

virtual machines based virtual cluster.

GVE reaches the interoperability by using Web service to provide virtual machines

and describing VMs with GLUE Schema. The GLUE (Grid Laboratory Uniform

Environment) schema [18] represents an abstract model for Grid resources and mappings

to concrete schemas that can be used by information services within Grids. The GLUE

schema is widely used in production Grids. The underlying idea of the schema therefore

is to provide an information model that can be used to exchange pieces of information

among different knowledge domains and virtual organizations.

3 The Architecture of Grid Virtualization Engine

The Grid Virtualization Engine is a software layer between various virtualization

implementations, computing centers and Grid users. Users can require and employ virtual

machines via access interface of GVE. GVE talks with underlying computing centers and

VMMs for virtual machine operations. Computer centers could also provide virtual

machines to form Grid infrastructure. The used virtualization technology may differ from

one computing center to another (i.e VMWare and XEN technologies). The GVE thus

provides a standard and uniform access to virtual computing resources.

3.1 Virtual Machine Based Grid Infrastructure

The example scenario of virtual machine based Grid computing system is shown in

Fig. 1. The system contains multiple computing centers (computing sites). Each center

includes several hosting resources, where VMMs are installed, provide virtual machine

resources.
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Fig. 1. Virtual machine based Grid infrastructure

3.2 GVEArchitecture

The GVE is a hierarchical system that includes several components (Fig. 2)

correspondent to the VM based Grid infrastructure (Fig. 1.):

GVE Site Service

The GVE Site Service resides on the access point of the computing center. It

manages hosting resources inside the center via communicate with GVE agents

that run on the hosting resources. Users who want to build Grid computing

system with distributed virtual machines can access multiple GVE Site Services

for virtual machine manipulations.

GVE Agent

The GVE Agent is a Web service which runs on hosting resources. It receives

operation commands from GVE Site Service and talks with the specific VMM

that is installed on the hosting resource. Thus GVE agent is virtualization

technology dependent. In other word, for each type of VMM we need to prepare

a correspondent GVE Agent.

User Information Database

The User Information Database records management policy for user access to

the virtual machines inside the computing center.

Virtual Machine Disk Database
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Virtual Machine Disk Database stores typical virtual disk images and software

packages, which can facilitate the creation of virtual machines and

customization of user execution environment.
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Fig. 2. Distribution diagram of the GVE with Agents plugged in.

The Distributed paradigm used to design the Grid Virtualization Engine makes the

System scalable and extensible. Agents can be plugged in at runtime and can serve

multiple GVE Site Services simultaneously. GVE Site Service runs as a client of the

GVE Agent.

Another important key feature of the architecture is the use of Web service [1] to

provide the functionalities needed. Web service is an established standard supported by

many technology vendors. The use of Web service simplifies the integration of the GVE

in distributed infrastructures.
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4 Use Cases of Grid Virtualization Engine

Fig. 3. Use Case Diagram of the Grid Virtualization Engine.

The detailed use cases of GVE are shown in Fig. 3. We have, for example:

the actors:

 The Grid Computing System (GCS) or the user who want to build Grid

infrastructures is the main Actor in this use case. It is the one which

requests virtual machine at runtime.

 The User Information Database is the actor which performs identity

checks and resource allocation control.

 The administrator is another actor of the GVE use case. The

administrator may changes GVE internal settings.

the Use Cases

 Request VM and Request VM are two generalizations of the Request

Virtual Machine use case.

 Manage VM is triggered if the GCS needs to perform some

management tasks on a VM.

 Release VM is triggered if a computational task on a VM is terminated

or if the time limit allocated for the use of a VM is elapsed.

 Manage GVE is triggered by an administrator who wants to change

security settings or plug in new GVE Components.

 Compute Allocable Resources is triggered when GVE wants to control

if a new VM can be allocated to the user.
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 Check Identity is triggered to authenticate users.

5 The Implementation of GVE

The GVE is implemented in the project and a Beta version of the GVE now is

operational. The following technologies are used for the implementation:

Java API for XML-Web Services technology (JAX-WS): provide tools and

libraries used to generate clients and server artifacts for Web service.

Java XML Binding technology: Used to bind specific XML Schema to java data

type.

Hibernate 3.0: Provide libraries for object relational mapping and transaction

security.

Apache Tomcat as Java Servlet Container.

Many other librairies of the Apache Software foundation.

5.1 GVEAgent Service

The GVE Agent Web service is described in Web Service Description Language (WSDL)

and generated into Java Class skeleton. Fig.4 shows the UML Diagram of the GVE Agent

interface generated from WSDL. Now GVE Agent has been implemented for the

VMWare ESX Server. The VMWare ESX Server provides a Web service interface and

software artifacts for VM management. One important task in the Agent implementation

is to organize VM information of the ESX Server in GLUE Schema [18]. In the UML

Diagram represented in Fig. 4, the HostType class is correspondent to the GLUE Schema

Host element.

5.2 Virtual Machine Database

It is no need for the Agent to store all information collected about virtual machines in

the database since the VM data are dynamic, i.e. IP Address, available memory. However

the Agent has to identify each virtual machine to control its GVE related lifecycle: a VM

could be free; it could be reserved or be acquired by a user. It is therefore necessary to

store the state of every VM. Fig.5 shows the interface to the database. Every request sent

to the agent is called a job and the state of a job is stored in the database as a JobEntity.

A HostEntity object is used to save the state of a VM. It can also be used to retrieve

the user which currently owns the VM. A UserEntity object describes a GVE Site

Service. It contains for each GVE Site Service the total amount of resource that has been

granted to it. The data are useful for resource allocation policy. The implementation does

not make any resource restriction for requesting GVE Site Service. The data provider is

implemented in SQL by using Hibernate 3.0 object relational mapping libraries.
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Fig. 4. The GVE Agent interface

5.3 GVE Site Service

Every VM request sent to the GVE Site Service is handled by newly created Java thread.

The state of the job is also stored in a database using a data provider implemented with

hibernate object relational mapping (Fig. 5). This implementation has a security policy

based on username/password authentication. The total amount of VM, memory and hard

drive resource allocated to a user is stored in the database. The system controls every

request if the maximal limit is reached. The total amount of VM is fixed to be infinite.

The maximal amount of main memory to 10 GB and the Hard Disk is fixed to infinite.

The GVE administrator needs to explicitly register new agents to the GVE. For

evaluation purpose, a Web interface for the administration of the GVE has been

implemented. The Web administration interface (Fig. 6) is built to test VM acquisition

and management functionality.
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Fig. 5.Agent data provider

Fig. 6. Web interface of GVE administration
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6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we present the work of Grid Virtual Engine (GVE). GVE is a software layer

which resides between users and various VM implementations. GVE provides a standard

Web service interface for users to manipulate virtual machine resources, thereafter to

form a Grid computing system. The GVE adopts a scalable distributed architecture which

can help deploy scalable, manageable and efficient Grid infrastructures. Users therefore

can find an easy and customized computing environment.

GVE is an ongoing work and will be developed and deployed in D-Grid [19] test bed

and be further evaluated with some typical Grid workflow applications, e.g., CMS

benchmark and protein alignment application.
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